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· · · · CITY OF DETROIT
·BOARD OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS
· · ·BOPC VIRTUAL MEETING
· April 28, 2022 at 3:00 P.M.
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·1· · · ·MS. WHITE: Good afternoon, honorable Board,
·2· executives, community. And thank you for attending
·3· the Board of police commissioner's meeting today.
·4· Please note the following brief reminders for your
·5· consideration. Again, the Board is continuing its
·6· hybrid meetings and compliance with the executive
·7· order issued by honorable Mayor Duggan. And again,
·8· the hybrid meetings are in for your convenience.
·9· And we are still complying with the Opens Meeting
10· Act. And also just a few reminders in regard to
11· the meeting forum. As a reminder, please adhere to
12· the Board's bylaws and Zoom's policies of using
13· this forum appropriately. Failure to adhere to the
14· policies will result in dismissal from the
15· meeting. And again, accessing zoom platforms
16· requires adherence to all policies. Regarding the
17· BOPC contact information, please feel free to
18· contact the Board of Police Commissioners at 313
19· 596 1830 or you may visit the Board's website at
20· www.detroitmi.gov, and also email the Board of
21· Police Commissioners at bopc@detroitmi.gov if you
22· have questions. Regarding complaint
23· investigations, please contact the Office of the
24· Chief Investigator to file a noncriminal complaint
25· and the 24-hour complaint is 313 596 2499. And
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·1· also, please again, visit the Board's website at
·2· detroitmi.gov.
·3· · · ·MS. WHITE: You may also find the Board's
·4· meeting agenda, minutes, reports, presentations,
·5· and much more at the website. So please visit the
·6· website for more information. Regarding public
·7· comments instructions, please adhere to the
·8· instructions for public comments. You may utilize
·9· the Smartsheet form that's available on the
10· Board's webpage. You can also submit your card to
11· Mr. Robert Brown by 4:00 PM if you would like to
12· participate in the public comments section. The
13· Board of Police Commissioners allows one hour from
14· 3 to 4 for the public to request to speak during
15· public comments or oral communications on the
16· agenda and the commentators have two minutes to
17· speak at that time. At this time, please silence
18· your cell phones to prevent interrupting the
19· meeting and now, Chairperson Holley.
20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you, Ms. White, Ms.
21· White, my understanding from the engineering room
22· is that we are not ready yet, so apologize.
23· · · ·MS. WHITE: Now, we're ready, Mr. Chair. Yes,
24· we're ready.
25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Do we still need to hear
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·1· your remarks?
·2· · · ·MS. WHITE: Sir, the zoom room has heard the
·3· remarks and everyone in the room has heard the
·4· remarks as well. So we're, we're now ready to
·5· proceed Mr. Chairperson.
·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you so much. Good
·7· afternoon. Jim Holley, Chairperson for the Board
·8· of Police Commissioners. The meeting will now come
·9· to order. The invocation will be given by Chaplain
10· Jeffrey Morris, who is joining us by zoom. Thank
11· you for being with us this afternoon, Chaplain.
12· You may begin your invitation.
13· · · ·CHAPLAIN MORRIS: Thank you, sir. Father, God
14· of grace. We just thank you once again, Lord. We
15· thank you for this day, which you have made
16· Father. Lord God, give us the ability to rejoice
17· and be glad in it. But we ask you upon today, Lord
18· that you anoint this meeting, Father. Lord God, we
19· ask you, heavenly Father. Lord God allow it to
20· create the impact for this city Father, as you
21· called it to be. Lord God touch every idea, every
22· statement, Father. Lord, we just thank you
23· heavenly Father for having the ability to serve.
24· And we ask Lord God that you bless each and every
25· moment, Lord God, give us what we need to serve
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·1· you in the beauty of holiness. And we will thank
·2· you for it right now. And we declare all these
·3· things in Jesus' name. We pray. Amen.
·4· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Amen.
·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you so much,
·6· Chaplain Morris, I appreciate your invocation, and
·7· thank you for your presence and certainly a
·8· wonderful prayer that you gave. Thank you so much.
·9· · · ·CHAPLAIN MORRIS: Thank you, sir.
10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: At this time, I'm asking
11· that the Board of Commissioners' Mission Statement
12· be read, a summary of it by Vice-Chair Ferguson.
13· · · ·VICE-CHAIR FERGUSON: Thank you. Through the
14· Chair, the Board of Police Commissioner's Mission
15· Statement. The Board of Police Commissioners, BOPC
16· is a civilian agency that exercises supervisor
17· control and oversight of the Detroit Police
18· Department, DPD as set forth in the charter. The
19· Board has 11 members, 7 elected by District, 4
20· appointed by the mayor with the consent of the
21· Detroit City Council. The Board meets every week
22· as a committee of the whole, including 12
23· community evening meetings in different Districts.
24· The BOPC is the oversight agency for the Detroit
25· Police Department that departmental policies,
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·1· rules, and regulations governing the Detroit
·2· Police Department are jointly developed by the
·3· Mayor, Police Chief, and the Board. The Board has
·4· subpoena power under the charter that can be used
·5· for investigative purposes. The commission also
·6· reviews and approves the DPD budget pursuant to
·7· the charter, investigates non-criminal citizens'
·8· complaints and acts as the final authority in
·9· imposing or reviewing the discipline of employees
10· of the department, receives and hears
11· disqualification appeals from police recruits,
12· hoping to enter Detroit Police Academy. The BOPC
13· makes an annual report to the Mayor, the City
14· Council, and the public of the BOPC'Cs activities
15· and accomplishments. Mr. Chair, the reading of the
16· Mission Statement.
17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you so much. Vice18· Chair Ferguson. At this time, I'd like to ask
19· Secretary White, if you would call the roll for
20· us, please?
21· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, Vice22· Chair, Bryan Ferguson- Here.
23· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Linda Bernard 24· Attorney Linda Bernard, District 2, present.
25· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Cedric Banks - Hear.
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·1· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Willie E. Bell ·2· Present.
·3· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Willie E. Burton ·4· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Lisa Carter - Present.
·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Ricardo Moore ·6· Present.
·7· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Jesus Hernandez ·8· Present.
·9· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Annie Holt - Present.
10· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner QuanTez Pressley 11· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair, you do have a quorum.
12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thanks so much. Secretary
13· White. At this time, the Chair would like to
14· entertain a motion for approval of the agenda for
15· April of 28th, 2022.
16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: So moved.
17· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Second.
18· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Support.
19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: It's been properly moved
20· and supported. Any discussion? All in favor, say
21· aye.
22· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Aye.
23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Opposed? Motion cares. The
24· minutes of the previous meeting have been
25· distributed to each and every one of you, on
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·1· April, 21st 2022. Are there any questions about
·2· the minutes? If there are no corrections, the
·3· minutes will stand approved as read .at this time,
·4· Miss White, I'd like to ask you to introduce the
·5· people that are with you today from your staff.
·6· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, Media
·7· Services is handling our audiovisual needs for
·8· today's Board meeting and our court reporter today
·9· is Mr. Don Handyside and the following Board staff
10· members are in attendance today. Board
11· Parliamentarian, Dr. Francis Jackson, Assistant
12· Corporation, Counsel, Christopher Michaels, Ms.
13· Theresa Blossom, Community Relations Coordinator,
14· Mr. Robert Brown, Administrative Specialist, Ms.
15· Jonya Underwood, Administrative Assistant,
16· Investigator Tiffany Stewart, Director Katrina
17· Patillo, Director of Police Personnel, Interim
18· Chief Investigator Lawrence Akbar, Supervising
19· Investigator, Ainsley Cromwell, Acting Supervisor
20· investigator LiSonya Sloan, Acting Supervising
21· Investigator Rosalia Madrigal, and our newest
22· staff members, Investigators Pamela King,
23· Investigator Nicole McKee, and Investigator. Ralph
24· Kinney is also present. Thank you, sir.
25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you. At this time,
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·1· Chief White, as always it's good to see you. And
·2· if you would let us know who's with you today, I'd
·3· appreciate it.
·4· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Good afternoon, honorable Board.
·5· I see my Chief of Staff, Michael Perish, Captain
·6· O'Rourke, and the light in my face. I think that's
·7· Captain Wilson. Okay. And we've got Sheila
·8· McBride, my executive assistant. And you also have
·9· Deputy Chief Marlin Wilson.
10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you so much, Chief.
11· It's always, it's good for you to... for I know
12· how busy you are and be able to come to be with us
13· on a weekly basis. I want you to know, that we
14· don't take it for granted. And we thank you so
15· much for being here.
16· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: My pleasure, sir and thank you
17· very much.
18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: At this time, Ms. White,
19· do we have any special guests?
20· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, Ms.
21· Freda Butler, Second Precinct Community Relations
22· Council President is present here in the room
23· today and also in zoom, Miss Marie Overall of
24· State Representative Tyron Carter's Office and
25· former police commissioner, William Davis. Thank
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·1· you.
·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: And thank you. And we
·3· welcome each and every one of you. We thank you so
·4· much for those who are basically, visiting us by
·5· zoom and those who are in the audience. We want
·6· you to know how appreciative we are and people
·7· don't have to be nice and when they are, the least
·8· you can do is say thank you, and I want to do just
·9· that, just so you know, how grateful we are for
10· you to be with us this afternoon. And my remarks,
11· yesterday the Board had the opportunity to attend
12· the department's debriefing regarding the recent
13· DPD office involved shooting at Schoolcraft in
14· Outer Drive, the BP gas station. The Michigan
15· State Police is leading the investigation and the
16· investigation is still pending, but the rest of
17· the community will follow the State's
18· investigation and any information the State police
19· shares with the public.
20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: As a Board, we will have
21· updates from the department as we evaluate the
22· facts actions, and circumstances against DPD
23· policy procedure, as well as the law. This
24· department remains transparent and accountable in
25· these and other important matters. This type of
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·1· engagement between both the department and the
·2· Board will help ensure, as we learn important
·3· lessons to either prevent, or deter police
·4· misconduct, acknowledge appropriate police action
·5· and also determine whether the officer's action
·6· was legitimate or appropriate under circumstances
·7· while maintaining transparency with the community.
·8· We thank, as always Chief White and the department
·9· for their work and the collective effort that they
10· make in regard to these incidents from time to
11· time. Last week, we shared our prayers and
12· condolence and support for the Grand Rapids
13· community. The family of the Patrick Lyoya and the
14· Grand Rapids Police Accountability Board regarding
15· the recent police-involved fatal shooting
16· encounter of Mr. Lyoya.
17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: This week, we learned the
18· offending officer's name in their case. Again, the
19· members of this civilian oversight body shared the
20· ongoing concerns about excessive force and the
21· fatal use of force by police officers, against
22· people who are unarmed, who disproportionately are
23· people of color. We continue, to announce the
24· unnecessary use of fatal force and we grieve every
25· time someone else is added to this unnecessary
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·1· list of victims. Therefore, we are asking the
·2· department to discuss what lessons we can learn
·3· from the recent Grand Rapids police fatal
·4· encounter. It Is always important today that we
·5· hear reminders about the DPD's required policies
·6· and procedures in similar situations for
·7· everyone's awareness. Regarding today's agenda,
·8· the department will also share with us the vital
·9· crime statistics and critical incidents for our
10· awareness. Today, we have presentations of the
11· department's ShotSpotter and facial recognition
12· technology system.
13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: As a reminder, the Board
14· receives routine reports from the Office of the
15· Chief Investigator disciplinary administration and
16· the new Risk Management Unit. We just recently met
17· with the Mayor's Office in discussing the union
18· contract and negotiations. The Board receives
19· weekly reports from the Office of the Chief
20· Investigator. Our investigator division determines
21· details, the total number of case caseloads cases
22· over the allotted timeframe for closure on the
23· other incoming cases of the week. In the near
24· future, we will begin approving these reports each
25· week, according to our receipts and awareness of
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·1· the status of OICs' total caseloads. Regarding the
·2· disciplinary administration, we have recently met
·3· with the Chief's Office and provided a request in
·4· writing. We received quarterly reports and updates
·5· regarding the disciplinary administration caseload
·6· status in those cases which have been reversed or
·7· changed, either due to arbitration decisions or
·8· the department's policies or otherwise, these
·9· reports are forthcoming.
10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: And then finally, the
11· department's Risk Management Unit is a new unit.
12· We are therefore working with the department to
13· determine a regular reporting mechanism for the
14· Board's awareness regarding the DPD members who
15· are identified as having early warnings, behavior
16· indicators, and signs of being at risk. Our
17· policy, the department OIC and the Civil Rights
18· Unit, and the professional Standard Bureau are
19· required to meet on a quarterly basis to exchange
20· information regarding the allegations, regarding
21· to the alleged officer's misconduct and to
22· exchange information on an immediate basis,
23· regarding members, precinct, platoons, operations
24· that may reflect patterns and trends to
25· departments misconduct and risk-related events.
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·1· These reports are forthcoming, given in the units
·2· received at the recent inception. Since the new
·3· Risk Management Unit's inception, during the last
·4· quarter of 2021, we have received at least 4
·5· reports, and presentations.
·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: We are now readily
·7· implementing the stages, at this particular time.
·8· DPD union contract negotiations are still
·9· underway. As previously shared, the Board provided
10· recommendations, going to the union's contract,
11· mirroring the city charter, mandates to be brought
12· to the Board's disciplinary authority.
13· Notification to the Board regarding the selection
14· of arbitration decisions, and also aligned to the
15· union contract in 2021 century of policing and
16· oversight best practices regarding the
17· investigations among other recommendations. Today,
18· we welcome our newest admission to our staff
19· 16:01] staff investigator, Pamela King,
20· Investigator Ralph Kinney, and investigator Nicole
21· McKee. These investigators are assigned to our
22· investigative unit, the Office of the Chief
23· Investigator in investigating alleged policemen
24· misconduct complaints. We're glad to have you join
25· our team. And we look forward to working with you
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·1· toward ensuring transparency and accountability
·2· within the DPD. Today, members will take their
·3· oath of office. At this time, I'm asking that
·4· investigators King, Kinney, and McKee, if you
·5· wouldn't mind. And the Interim Chief Investigator
·6· Akbar will come forward while we basically
·7· administer the oath. You give them a big hand as
·8· they come.
·9· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair, while they're
10· approaching the podium, Commissioners QuanTez,
11· Pressley, and commissioner, Willie Burton have
12· just arrived. And then also would like to
13· acknowledge the language interpreters, Ms. Yakata
14· and Dr. Stephanie Beatty, who are on zoom, Thank
15· you.
16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Did you mention the oath
17· for them, for us?
18· · · ·MS. WHITE: You do.
19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay. Would you face me,
20· if you don't mind? I'd like to do it if it's okay
21· with you, Ms. White. I know that they with give
22· the oath as mention their names, individually, or
23· just the same oath?
24· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Through the Chair. Can
25· they turn the other way from the camera?
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·1· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes sir.
·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Back towards the camera.
·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay. Oh, I have to
·4· come...
·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: And if Mr. Chair, if you can come
·6· out front please, to administer the oath of office
·7· to the new investigators?
·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I'm going to ask my
·9· illustrious Vice-Chair to administer the oath. He
10· is just as good as me.
11· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Vice-Chair, if maybe you can
12· step over closer to either side, so that's fine.
13· · · ·VICE-CHAIR FERGSON: I do solemnly swear that I
14· and I will support the constitution of the United
15· States and the constitution and the laws of the
16· State of Michigan and its charter of the City of
17· Detroit. That I will faithfully and impartially
18· perform and discharge the duties of the office as
19· police commission investigator of Detroit's Board
20· of Police Commission, according to the law and to
21· the best of my abilities. Congratulations.
22· · · ·NEW INVESTIGATORS: Thank you.
23· · · ·MS. WHITE: We did take the photos. Thank you.
24· We did get the photos. Thank you so much. Mr.
25· Chair?
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·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes, ma'am.
·2· · · ·MS. WHITE: I'm sorry. You do have a resolution
·3· that is also on the agenda, a resolution for
·4· Corporal Richard Townsend's retirement.
·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay. If you say so. Did
·6· you sign someone to read that for me?
·7· · · ·MS. WHITE: If Commissioner Holt could please
·8· read?
·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Thank you for the honor.
10· Resolution honoring Corporal Richard Townsend.
11· · · ·WHEREAS Richard Townsend was appointed to the
12· Detroit Police Department on November 15th, 1999.
13· Upon graduating from the Detroit Metropolitan
14· Police Academy, Police Officer Townsend began his
15· career at the First Precinct Patrol Operations
16· Section; and,
17· · · ·WHEREAS he dutifully served the First Precinct
18· Patrol Operations Section, 13th Precinct Patrol
19· Operations Section, Central District Technical
20· Services, and Fleet Management. Officer Townsend
21· displayed tremendous diligence and aptitude in his
22· assignments. On October 18th, 2018, he earned a
23· promotion to the rank of corporal and continued to
24· serve at Fleet Management until his retirement;
25· and,
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·1· · · ·WHEREAS during his law enforcement career,
·2· Corporal Townsend was the deserving recipient of
·3· the Perfect Attendance Award, both Consent
·4· Judgment Awards, the Major League Baseball All·5· Star Recognition Award, the Rosa Parks Funeral
·6· Recognition Award, the Ford Fireworks Award, and
·7· the Super Bowl XL Recognition Award as well as,
·8· recommendations from supervisors and numerous
·9· letters of appreciation from citizenry; and,
10· · · ·WHEREAS Corporal Townsend has tirelessly
11· served the Detroit Police Department, the citizens
12· of Detroit, and his neighboring communities for 22
13· years. His professionalism, commitment to public
14· service, integrity, and dedication have been
15· accredited to the Detroit Police Department. He is
16· highly respected as a consummate professional.
17· · · ·NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Detroit
18· Board of Police Commissioners, speaking for the
19· citizens of Detroit and the Police Department
20· award this Resolution in recognition of Corporal
21· Richard Townsend's more than 22 years of dedicated
22· and diligent, public service, his professionalism,
23· integrity, and lifelong commitment to the City of
24· Detroit and its citizens merit on highest regards.
25· We thank and congratulate you, Corporal Richard
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·1· Townson. Through the Chair.
·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes ma'am.
·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: I moved that we placed this
·4· Resolution honoring Corporal Richard Townsend in
·5· the Board of Police Commissioner's archives.
·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Is there a second?
·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER FERGUSON: Second.
·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Any discussion? Hearing no
·9· discussion, all in favor, say, aye.
10· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Aye.
11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Opposed? The Ayes have it.
12· And it will be so ordered. Chief, thank you so
13· much once again. Thank you for being here and
14· you're on deck.
15· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Alrighty. Good afternoon again,
16· honorable Board. I'll start with the update on the
17· injured officers. There are currently 3 officers
18· in the department who are currently disabled,
19· recovering at home due to an on-duty injury. Our
20· COVID stats, unfortunately, we are starting to see
21· a slight uptick once again. COVID is still here.
22· We have 14 members that are currently quarantined
23· or isolated. And then as of last week, we have 14
24· that tested positive. The good news is only some
25· of them remain positive. So they're moving in the
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·1· right direction, but we are starting to see a
·2· slight uptick. With regards to crime stats, our
·3· criminal homicides this week, we're reporting a
·4· 23% reduction in criminal homicides or sexual
·5· assault, a 24% reduction, our aggravated assaults,
·6· a 19% reduction in our non-fatal shootings a 28%
·7· reduction, in robberies a 10% reduction.
·8· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: We are up somewhat in carjackings
·9· up 15% but our overall part 1 crime is down 18%,
10· which is good news. A great indicator that if the
11· men and women of this department continue to do
12· outstanding work and with regards to the
13· carjacking uptick, the carjacking unit cats did
14· make two very significant arrests in the past 48
15· hours, including shutting down yet another chop
16· shop but we took a few people into custody, a
17· couple of juveniles that we believe are good for a
18· number of carjackings in our community.
19· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Moving on as the Board knows, on
20· April 22nd, we had an officer-involved shooting
21· that was last Friday, at approximately 1:00 AM.
22· Officers were on patrol and observed a stolen
23· vehicle. The vehicle they had been looking for was
24· stolen off the lot. It was a Ford vehicle. They
25· waited for the vehicle to stop. When the vehicle
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·1· stopped at the gas station, was occupied by three
·2· people. The driver exited the vehicle and went
·3· into the gas station as the officers approached
·4· the vehicle in an attempt to take him into custody
·5· without having to get into a chase because the
·6· previous times he had run, the suspect jumped into
·7· the vehicle. As the officers ran to the car and
·8· engaged the suspect, the officer backed up the
·9· vehicle wedging the officers between the gas pumps
10· and the vehicle at the exact same time a passenger
11· in the vehicle is opening the door and jumping out
12· of the vehicle.
13· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: The officers discharged their
14· weapons, firing one shot and striking the suspect
15· in the abdomen area. And my understanding is that
16· the bullet also penetrated his leg. He then fled
17· in the vehicle. Officers were able to move away
18· from the vehicle as the vehicle fled. Another unit
19· pursued the vehicle and tracked the vehicle about
20· a mile and a half, two miles away. We found the
21· suspect hiding in the bushes. He was treated or he
22· was conveyed and treated at a local hospital and
23· was since released from that hospital. The
24· passenger in the vehicle, though scuffed up was
25· not severely injured by the suspect. She was
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·1· arrested. The third passenger in the vehicle was
·2· released. The subject was charged by the
·3· prosecutor with a 12 count felony warrant,
·4· including the habitual offender.
·5· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: He is a career auto thief and has
·6· had a number of brushes with the law involving
·7· resisting arrests and violent source police
·8· officers. He was released from the hospital and is
·9· now in custody and is expected to make a full
10· recovery. As the Board recognized, we did our
11· critical incident debrief on the incident
12· yesterday where the portion of the critical
13· incident brief was shared with the Board of Police
14· Commissioners. The investigation continues, is
15· being conducted by the Michigan State Police and
16· their findings will be turned over to the
17· prosecutor's office with regards to the officer's
18· conduct and the elements of the investigation.
19· Moving on to a number of different significant
20· incidents occurring over the past week. On April
21· 25th at 5:00 PM, 1300 or 13,000 block, correction,
22· of Mansfield, officers were dispatched to a fatal
23· stabbing. l
24· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Upon arrival, the officers
25· observed an African-American male, 52, suffering
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·1· from multiple stab wounds to his stomach. The
·2· victim in this matter got into a verbal argument
·3· with the suspect, a 58-year-old male who turned
·4· out to be his brother. The argument escalated and
·5· unfortunately, the brother stabbed him. He
·6· succumbed to his injuries. The victim fled the
·7· location prior to the officers' arrival, however,
·8· was later arrested by the officers. The defendant
·9· has been charged with homicide first-degree
10· murder, and he is in custody. On April 27, 3:00
11· AM. Yes, yesterday 18,000 block of Style, officers
12· were dispatched to a location where a shooting had
13· occurred. The victim in this matter is a 4-year14· old male child sleeping at the location and an
15· unknown individual fired multiple shots into the
16· home.
17· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: The victim was struck and later
18· conveyed to the hospital for treatment. The motive
19· at this time is unknown. We continue to work on
20· this case. Investigators are looking for any help
21· that we can get from the community. Senseless,
22· senseless, senseless, a 4-year-old child being
23· shot. The good news is that the child will make is
24· likely to make a full recovery. But it's really
25· unfortunate that we have these babies that
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·1· continue to get in the middle of these adult
·2· problems and you know, end up getting shot. So
·3· more to come. Another incident involved a
·4· vulnerable member of our community as well as an
·5· incident involving an 81-year-old male on April
·6· 27th at 6:00 AM, Keeler in Asbury Park. The victim
·7· was traveling southbound. He almost struck a
·8· couple of suspects who were walking in the street
·9· as they crossed the street in front of his
10· vehicle. He attempted to roll down his window and
11· apologize. And one of the suspects made the
12· unbelievable decision to fire a shot at him,
13· striking him in his hip. And he too was conveyed
14· to the hospital and he was expected to make a full
15· recovery, but this is an 81-year-old driving up
16· the street at 6:00 AM. It is senseless and
17· ridiculous. So we do have two strong images on who
18· we think these people are. We think they live in
19· the neighborhood because they were walking.
20· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: And also one of the jackets is
21· really distinctive, and so someone should know who
22· this person is. So we're hoping to have an arrest
23· on this soon before they re-offend. We had a fatal
24· vehicle accident last night, or I'm sorry, this
25· morning, at 12:20 AM officers in the area of eight
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·1· miles and Rosemont observed a Jeep Cherokee
·2· traveling northbound at an extremely high rate of
·3· speed. Officers saw the vehicle and attempted a
·4· traffic stop. When the driver of the Jeep
·5· disregarded the red light, the officers made the
·6· appropriate decision and not to chase for traffic.
·7· And in fact, the officers actually stopped at the
·8· light which preceded the incident, disengaged
·9· turned their lights off, the driver of the Jeep
10· however, continued to flee at a high rate of speed
11· and collided with a Ford SUV at the intersection
12· of eight mile and Southfield Service Drive. Sadly,
13· a 32 year old female occupant of the Ford SUV
14· died.
15· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Upon investigation, there were
16· three suspects inside the Jeep Cherokee. One of
17· the suspects had an apparent gunshot wound, not by
18· police actions. What we're thinking is either he
19· had had an incident and was rushing to the
20· hospital, or he was shot by someone and running
21· from a scene. We don't know yet. All three were
22· taken into custody. He is at a local hospital
23· being treated and a weapon was in fact recovered
24· from that vehicle. I have reviewed the video, and
25· I'm confident there were no policy violations by
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·1· members of the Detroit Police Department, but we
·2· do have an ongoing investigation. So a very busy
·3· few days. I'd like to end on some positives, a few
·4· positives. We did an interview with Pamela
·5· Osbourne from Channel 4. Now, really this isn't a
·6· positive, but discussing a U of M report that
·7· children between the ages of 1 and 17 are now,
·8· well, accidents have overtaken the number one
·9· cause of death in children between the ages of 1
10· and 17.
11· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: So firearms now lead that
12· category and not a lot of accidents. So we talked
13· about you know, what can we do how can we work
14· together? So I guess that's the positive part of
15· it. We talked about gun locks, but obviously you
16· have to put them on. So if you don't, you know,
17· having a gun lock and not using a gun lock will do
18· nothing. But we did talk about solutions and we
19· talked about working with the community, working
20· with clergy, getting the message out and
21· exercising just responsibility with gun ownership
22· and then, you know, certainly making better
23· decisions. I attended a career day at Golightly
24· Technical School, spoke with a group of high
25· school students and also through the simulator at
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·1· Golightly, which was pretty incredible. Those
·2· ergonomic students are learning a lot in how to
·3· fly planes. That was pretty cool to do. We also
·4· have, as a side note, our graduation tomorrow. The
·5· Board has been invited for our newly appointed
·6· members of the command team that I've had the
·7· privilege of appointing since my arrival, June one
·8· of last year. We're inviting them as well, but
·9· also our graduates new lieutenants and sergeants
10· and detectives’ ceremony is tomorrow at 5:00 PM at
11· Greater Grace.
12· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: And also on Saturday, April 30th,
13· there will be an event at the Eighth Precinct to
14· recognize Child Abuse Month. DPD's Child Abuse
15· Unit is partnering with the Victim's Assistant
16· Program, Kids Talk and the health and Focus Hope.
17· And again, that'll be at the Eighth Precinct on
18· Saturday. And we had a career fair last Saturday
19· that was really positive. We did a lot of
20· recruiting for all positions, not just police,
21· civilian positions as well. We had a really
22· significant turnout. And it came through and was
23· well received by the community and super positive
24· and looks like we're going to be able to hire
25· about a hundred people and give a lot of people in
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·1· our community jobs. So that's pretty exciting.
·2· With that, I will take any questions.
·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you so much, Chief,
·4· I appreciate it so much. Helped me with this? One
·5· of the incident that the State police is in charge
·6· of investigation, then on the other hand,
·7· something took place and our department is in
·8· charge of the investigation. What's the difference
·9· between the two as to why the State is doing one,
10· and we are doing the other?
11· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Well, in regard to the officer12· involved shooting, we want an independent
13· investigation for transparency's sake and an
14· independent body that would look at the facts and
15· circumstances that led to the officer-involved
16· shooting.
17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: So the officer-involved
18· shooting that's the main thing, right there.
19· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Any critical uses of force, which
20· includes an officer-involved shooting. And with
21· regards to the chase policy, and whether or not a
22· chase was initiated. That's the executive team, we
23· can take a look at that, but we're still opening
24· an investigation through professional standards,
25· but we look at those and see if they were within
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·1· policy or not within policy.
·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Chief, one of the things
·3· that I'm going to have the Commissioners ask the
·4· question. Is there any way for me, because I can't
·5· be there all the time with your training or do you
·6· do it yourself? We do a whole lot in terms of
·7· training our officers, but one thing we can't
·8· train them, is common sense. So, I mean, is there
·9· anything that, am I making sense to you? I mean,
10· when a police officer, in terms of the decision
11· decisions that they make, that some of it is just
12· common sense. We can train them and they can be
13· the best, but when it comes down... Is there any
14· way that you can help me get that over to them or
15· are you already doing it?
16· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Well, I think we have to look at
17· the body of work that we have coming from our
18· police department. When you look at you know, the
19· number of police run-offs officers take, we look
20· at the fact that they get over a million, 911
21· calls and we service about 700,000 a year. 700,000
22· with just over 2000 police officers. So, I think
23· that's evident that they're exercising a
24· tremendous amount of professionalism, common
25· sense, and exercising their authority. You're
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·1· never going to have a hundred percent at anything
·2· in any profession at all times. But you know, we
·3· monitor, we train, we look at best practices and
·4· we try to be proactive if we see something
·5· trending. That's why we're constantly submitting
·6· policies to the BOPC.
·7· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: You know, social media and some
·8· of the things that come up with that, or if we see
·9· trend and conduct that happens around the country,
10· we try to make sure that we get in front of it and
11· implement a policy on it. And so, you know, we
12· have customer service training, we have verbal
13· judo, we have a number of different training
14· opportunities. But you know, I say it, and I'm not
15· just saying it just because I say it a lot, they
16· are second to none. I mean, when you look at the
17· volume of work and the violence that they have to
18· encounter and then immediately engaging in
19· lifesaving techniques, after someone tried to kill
20· them, you know that happens a lot. I had an
21· officer recently begging me to come back to work.
22· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: He had a suicide case where
23· someone who was suffering from mental illness,
24· stabbed himself right in front of him and then he
25· took the knife and tried to stab the officer. The
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·1· officer's partner discharged his firearm.
·2· Unfortunately struck his partner, struck him in
·3· the hand. While shooting him in the hand, the
·4· citizen stabbed him in the hand. So he was shot by
·5· his partner and stabbed as the citizen was
·6· wielding the knife. So this officer cannot use his
·7· right hand any longer. So he had to teach himself
·8· how to shoot with his left hand. And he wanted to
·9· demonstrate to me that he can now use his left
10· hand as efficiently as he use his right hand. And
11· I want to come back to work and serve the citizens
12· of the City of Detroit. Reluctantly, I said, yes,
13· because he passed all the requirements and he's
14· out there doing police work again. Guess what his
15· first run off the ramp was? A violently mental ill
16· person. And he went right to that run and
17· demonstrated professionalism. And as you
18· indicated, common sense. So I think, you know, we
19· have a good police department and we are
20· fortunate. And we're going to continue to train
21· them up and make sure that they're in a place
22· where they can be successful.
23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you for allowing me
24· to just put that in. Thank you so much.
25· Commissioner Hernandez, you have a question?
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·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: I have a curiosity,
·2· through the Chair and thank you for being here.
·3· When we see developments, which we're seeing a lot
·4· of in the city, sometimes they're exciting
·5· sometimes for residents, they can cause
·6· frustration in particular with commutes. I'm
·7· curious if you might be able to share any formal
·8· lines of communication that exist with the
·9· operators of these developments, in particular,
10· while driving on Fourth Street in Southwest
11· Detroit, a major portion, I believe it was Sunday
12· night, it was closed off entirely, which if you
13· think about the Fourth Precinct, their access to
14· 4217, response times, all of that, those
15· correlations that exist can be concerning to
16· residents in that service territory. So, are there
17· formal lines of communications or even plans in
18· place that exist with these developers?
19· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: You know, there are, and a lot of
20· times what happens, when they implement these
21· developments that go before City Council sometimes
22· that information doesn't... I don't know if the
23· command team gets all the information to share
24· with the residents. We can look into that
25· particular area because we had an incident no
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·1· longer or issue not long ago with the bike lanes
·2· and just a lack of communication on where they
·3· were going and how to use them. So if you can – my
·4· chief of staff here, we'll get a follow up on
·5· that, Mike, specific to that, we'll use this one
·6· as the one we benchmarked to see what's out there.
·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you so much.
·8· Commission Banks.
·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Through the Chair. Chief
10· White, Last week, a commissioner mentioned that we
11· are losing a lot of officers due to lack of
12· benefits. How can we increase the officer's
13· benefits to keep them to stay at DPD, instead of
14· going to Warren and Gross Pointe and all these
15· other places? We're losing them because of lack of
16· benefits. That's what the Commissioner mentioned.
17· He had talked to the officers, the benefits are
18· not there, the officers said. How can we keep the
19· officers by better benefits?
20· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair. So
21· we're already starting negotiations and as it
22· relates to the benefits, certainly, I'm hopeful
23· that we can make a strong economic pitch. There
24· are some benefit restrictions as it relates to the
25· bankruptcy, coming out of bankruptcy. And if you
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·1· remember there are some restrictions that were
·2· initially in the plan of adjustment, and then
·3· there are some other restrictions that are a year
·4· specific, post-bankruptcy year specific that we
·5· can't tap into until a certain point. I just don't
·6· remember what that is.
·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: 2024.
·8· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: '24. Thank you. So our hands are
·9· tied with some of the benefits but, you know, we
10· just need to have a strong contract negotiations
11· and hopefully keep our officers. It's also the
12· benefits, but there are a number of other things
13· that you know, some people change their minds
14· about this work and the climate that we're in.
15· That's part of it. The other part of it is, you
16· know, we've got the best trained, best experience
17· officers, and, you know, a lot of agencies make a
18· pitch for them. I wish they wouldn't. And the ones
19· that they're trying to get out the academy, I'm
20· hoping for some legislative relief so we can sue
21· them and get our money back for from our
22· investment. But as it relates to the benefits,
23· which is your question you know, we have to get
24· past 2024 to really look at those benefits.
25· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Chair, I have one
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·1· more.
·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay.
·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: And then I'm through.
·4· Okay. Also Chief White, we have made great
·5· progress as far as bridging the gap with the
·6· community. And DPD. I want to mention this to you.
·7· God has given me a revelation on how to bridge the
·8· gap, even the more. Can we talk sometime where we
·9· can talk about that? That may be a benefit to the
10· City of Detroit.
11· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: And how could I say no to that
12· when God is giving you a message. No, absolutely.
13· I'd be happy to talk to you.
14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: And also, Chief, I wanted
15· to mention to you, I do stand in the office of a
16· prophet.
17· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Yes, sir.
18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Good. Thank you so much,
19· Commissioner. Commissioner Pressley.
20· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: I thank you. I just
21· want to get a clarification on the point of your
22· presentation. You made about those who are 17 and
23· younger now losing their life as a result to gun
24· violence. Well, gun incidences, as opposed to car
25· accidents. Could you just clarify that? Is that
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·1· Detroit, Wayne County? Is that Michigan and are
·2· those accidental gun incidences, or also violent
·3· incidents that also leads to fatalities?
·4· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Through the Chair? I apologize
·5· for that. I was very unlawful in my presentation
·6· on that. The answer is yes, it's nationally and
·7· it's gunshot victims, fatalities, nonfatal. The
·8· number one cause of injury and death, according to
·9· this report, which by the way, I have not read
10· yet. But this is just basically what I've heard
11· about the report is that authored by the
12· University of Michigan, the national report that
13· gunshots injuries and fatalities are the number
14· one cause of death of children between the ages of
15· 1 and 17. But again, I have not read it, have not
16· seen the citations. This is the question.
17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I read the article. So
18· you're right but it also has to do with car
19· accidents, I mean, which is unusual nationwide, so
20· that's what it is. Any other questions? Commission
21· Burton.
22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: I'm just listening in
23· right now at this time, but I like to
24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Come back?
25· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Probably reserve my time
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·1· for maybe one of the members of the audience that
·2· may want to weigh on public comments.
·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: All right. Thank you so
·4· much, Commissioner. Commissioner Holt.
·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Thank you. No, Chair. Thank
·6· you, Chief White for being here.
·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Commissioner Carter.
·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER CARTER: No questions.
·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Commissioner Bernard.
10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Couple of things. Thank
11· you, Mr. Chair. Thank you for your report, Chief.
12· It was a very good report. I think that when our
13· chairman mentioned, do we teach common sense? I
14· think part of his thoughts were about what
15· happened up in Grand Rapids because that was
16· senseless. And I'm so happy that it obviously it
17· wasn't in Detroit and obviously it's a tribute to
18· you, your leadership, our leadership, and our
19· department, and all the things that you do in
20· terms of training them. With respect to what my
21· colleagues said about increasing benefits for the
22· Police Department, I've done some independent
23· checking. Actually our benefits are really in line
24· with most of the communities within Wayne County.
25· Now, there are some in Oakland County where
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·1· obviously, which has the highest per capita income
·2· and the highest tax base in the State of Michigan,
·3· where they are slightly different.
·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Our benefits are more or
·5· less consistent with every other department. The
·6· only issue is, as I understand it, with respect to
·7· our officers is after 20 years and they want to
·8· retire out, let's say at 38, they can come on
·9· at18, whether or not they get medical benefits.
10· That's the stickler point. And as you and I both
11· know your current benefit package is 50% of your
12· compensation. So if you make a hundred thousand
13· dollars and your, your benefits cost you between
14· 50 and 60%, the benefits for that one person are
15· 50 to 60,000 for that person. And of course it
16· goes down. It's just easier for me to use a
17· hundred thousand as, as a baseline. So I think we
18· have to keep in mind that this is what I think the
19· administration is struggling with.
20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: There is not endless
21· money. I mean, it just doesn't work that way. And
22· the only issue that's the big issue, is whether
23· when I'm 40, whether I can get permanent medical
24· for the rest of my life retire, and that's an
25· issue that I know you're going to grapple with.
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·1· But I want to ask you a question. First of all, I
·2· want to know you said in the first shooting that
·3· you mentioned, the lady in the front seat, you
·4· said you arrested everyone. There were three
·5· people in the car, you released a person that was
·6· in the back seat. I want to know why you arrested
·7· her. And then secondly, for my chairman because he
·8· is a man of faith. I know because I am too, but
·9· he's more of a man of faith, a person of faith
10· probably than I am.
11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: But I know that your
12· story about the brother killing the brother was
13· heartfelt. For them to get into a verbal argument
14· and then one pick up a knife and stab the other, I
15· think that's like Cane and Abel or something. And
16· that to me is particularly tragic. And now one is
17· dead, one is going to prison for life and if their
18· parents are alive, then they've lost both their
19· children, which is very disturbing for adults.
20· That's just my comment. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you for your
22· comment. Commissioner Moore.
23· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
24· Just a couple questions, Chief.
25· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Yes, sir.
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·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: There was an incident with
·2· a police officer was involved in a court
·3· proceeding and he went to court and the judge
·4· stopped everything and the inmate had to serve
·5· longer time. Can you give us an update on that or
·6· any information you may have?
·7· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Yes. I believe the inmate was
·8· released yesterday. I think his name was Terrence
·9· Calhoun, I may have gotten the name wrong. There
10· was an exoneration hearing, I believe last Friday.
11· I was notified last Friday. I don't know if the
12· hearing was that exact date that we had a member
13· of our department who engaged in conversation with
14· the judge that pretty much equated to an ex parte
15· hearing or discussion regarding some additional
16· information that he may have had regarding the
17· case. It was unusual and certainly if you have
18· information that is related to the case, there are
19· processes for bringing that information forward
20· and we want you to bring the information forward
21· and what we're looking into now, if the
22· opportunity to bring the information forward was
23· given, the CIU Unit, the Conviction Integrity
24· Unit, I'm sorry, provides some communication. I'm
25· being a little careful here because I don't know
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·1· how much communication but we're going to be
·2· working through that with the prosecutor's office
·3· going forward. I did not know this was an issue
·4· for this investigator. I was kind of taken by
·5· surprise when I learned of this. I literally
·6· learned over from a phone call that it was
·7· happening with regards to his actions. So we're
·8· looking into that. But at this point the
·9· incarcerated subject has been released and that's
10· where we're at.
11· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: And one last question.
12· What role can the Board play in the system of
13· crime fighting? A lot of times we meet on
14· Thursdays and we just have conversations, and
15· that's it. What role would you like to see the
16· Board play in crime, fighting?
17· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Through the Chair. Thank you for
18· the question. You know, it’s so many different
19· things that go into crime fighting. I mean, we do
20· what we do well, and I'm proud of, as I say, the
21· men and women of this department. But you know,
22· for the large part, policing is a reactive
23· business. So by the time we get the call and come
24· out, something bad has happened to someone's, at
25· some point. I mean, we can do some preventative
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·1· measures and you don't measure preventative
·2· measures because if it didn't happen, you don't
·3· have a stat on it. You just look at the reductions
·4· and say, okay, maybe we had an impact. But I think
·5· it's time now for us to roll up our sleeve and
·6· have some real conversations about crime and
·7· violence, particularly with young people. You
·8· know, when you look at what's happening in our
·9· city, not just Detroit, I mean, track what's
10· happening around the country.
11· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Minneapolis had 3 people shot. I
12· think it was Pittsburgh had 7 people shot, you
13· know, it's just guns in the wrong hands. And I
14· think it's time that we go back to the old cliché
15· if it takes a village, but we just need to
16· specifically identify what the village is. I think
17· the village now is police, it's the community,
18· it's the clergy we need to hear from our clergy.
19· They need to get engaged, they need to open those
20· doors, you know, beyond Sundays and I'm not being
21· critical, but they need to open them on Mondays
22· and Tuesday. We need conflict resolution training.
23· I think our pastors are very good at it, on
24· telling us how to manage our lives to help us
25· manage conflict when you've got brother and
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·1· brother. A crime like this, where you stab your
·2· brother to death, what could he have said to lead
·3· to that?
·4· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: And then we have to really
·5· protect our children. And so I think what you
·6· could do is encourage the churches to get more
·7· actively engaged, not suggesting that some aren't.
·8· I mean, I want to paint what a completely broad
·9· brush. I mean, pastor here, Reverend Holley's
10· engaged, he's here. But we need all of them and
11· you know, accountability, for all of us because I
12· can't put a police officer in every living room
13· and say, don't stab your brother to death.
14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: So true. Commissioner
15· Ferguson.
16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, may I ask
17· one more question, before the Commissioner. The
18· police response time this week were pretty
19· disturbing to me, Chief, because for the Twelfth
20· Precinct where I live, for priority 1 calls, it
21· was 15.1 minutes. So if somebody was trying to
22· hurt me 15 minutes, they might really get there to
23· hurt me at me. And then, and Eighth Precinct, it
24· was 22 minutes before the police responded to a
25· priority 1 call. And with respect to those two
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·1· Precincts, in particular, in the Twelfth Precinct
·2· for a priority 2 call, which is, I guess like a
·3· routine burglary or something that was 17.9
·4· minutes. And in the Eighth Precinct, it was 90.9
·5· minutes. The response times are way off,
·6· especially for priority 1.
·7· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: What data set are you looking at,
·8· ma'am?
·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I'm looking at this
10· report, that's in my... colored, like this, says
11· response time priority 1 call service citywide,
12· average 141 calls. I guess that's for the whole
13· entire city, all Precincts. And then it says but
14· if you look at the Twelfth Precinct, it says 15.1.
15· And for the Eighth Precinct, it says 22.0.
16· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: I'll have to look into that and
17· I'll ask Commander Parish to provide you, I show
18· 12:16 for the average response time for the
19· Twelfth Precinct and the other Precinct, you
20· mentioned?
21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Eighth.
22· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: For the Eighth Precinct, I show
23· 10:54. Now this is a 24 hour run
24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Priority 1 and priority
25· 2.
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·1· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Yeah. So let take a look at that.
·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay. Thank you, Mr.
·3· Chairman. I appreciate your indulgence.
·4· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: If I may through the Chair, bring
·5· this back because I need to see what informs this
·6· data set. That does not match my...
·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Ms. White. I've been
·8· informed that we will have a shutdown in about 4
·9· or 5 minutes from now. Are you aware of this?
10· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair. We are working
11· on facilitating that process. So we should be
12· fine. Okay. Our staff is working on switching
13· hosts through zoom so that we are not shut down.
14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Continue.
15· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir.
16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay. Commissioner
17· Ferguson.
18· · · ·COMMISSIONER FERGUSON: Yes. Through the Chair.
19· How you doing today, Chief?
20· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Good sir.
21· · · ·COMMISSIONER FERGUSON: Fantastic. This is for
22· all the Commissioners. Commissioner Moore brought
23· out something. He asked the Chief, what can he do?
24· It's what we can do, right?
25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: He said, we.
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·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER FERGUSON: Right, but I'm just
·2· saying we're all elected, and then some are
·3· appointed, 4 are appointed. Okay. We can go in our
·4· respective communities and spread the word. That's
·5· one thing we can do. When they have community
·6· relation meetings, show up, talk, you might be
·7· preaching to the choir, but so what, tell what we
·8· can do, tell the community how we can help them,
·9· how the community can stop doing some of the stuff
10· that's happening now. Our words go a long way
11· because we got elected and appointed. So that's
12· what I'm asking. All our commissioners to do. Go
13· in our respective communities and spread to word.
14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you. I'm sorry.
15· Chief, I think what Commissioner Moore and your
16· response got all of us an epiphany here. So
17· Commissioner Pressley, let's try to do something
18· in terms of more than just yang, yang talk and see
19· what we can do in terms of community response in
20· terms of a crime free Detroit. And maybe we can do
21· one on the east side, one on the west side, and
22· one on the South or something like that. Let's try
23· to put something together and with the Chief's
24· coordination with his Office, in terms of what we
25· can do, turning the sink from the top down to
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·1· something to bottom up. And so we have to make
·2· sure we do it in it. It's the bottom. We got to do
·3· the, the bottom. So let's see if we can follow up
·4· on this. I think that all of us feel the same way.
·5· We have too many preachers on this Board just to
·6· sit here and allow this to go without notice and
·7· without some effort and most of us, if not all of
·8· us, have a faith of some kind or another. Can I
·9· ask you to help me with that?
10· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Of course, Chair.
11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay. Commissioner, you
12· have your coat on, you're leaving me.
13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: No, I not going anywhere.
14· I'm a little cold.
15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay.
16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Now, is this just for
17· these two preachers here or I'm included? How does
18· this go?
19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Bishop, there's no way
20· anybody can do anything without a Bishop. And you
21· are the bishop at the table.
22· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: The prophet.
23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: So I'm just saying
24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: The prophet.
25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: The only one evidently
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·1· hear from God. So let me just ask you this...
·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Oh, we all hear from God.
·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I'm just messing with you.
·4· What I'm saying to you is, I've asked him to help
·5· us all coordinate with all of us. I'm going in to
·6· the...
·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: I want to be in part of
·8· the team too. I don't want to be no outcast.
·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I agree with you,
10· Commissioner.
11· · · ·MS. WHITE: I Mr. Chair.
12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes.
13· · · ·MS. WHITE: I don't mean to interrupt, but the
14· time now is 3:58 and I did just receive clarity
15· that at 4:05, the computer will reboot and shut
16· down. So we will need to take a brief recess to
17· allow the computer to reboot itself.
18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: What time do I do that?
19· · · ·MS. WHITE: At 4:05. In another five minutes or
20· so.
21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Well Commissioner Bell is
22· very efficient with this.
23· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I'm
24· not ordained, but I do do the work of the Lord. I
25· don't have a question for the Chief, but I want to
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·1· commend the Chief and respond to your two
·2· concerns. I think he addressed it clearly and we
·3· should have listened to that thoroughly in how he
·4· respond to the men and women in blue that are
·5· working every day. Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thank
·6· you, Mr. Chair.
·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Through the Chair.
·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: You have one minute. Oh,
·9· we have to reboot you.
10· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: I'm sure. Chief White is
11· familiar with the incident that occurred in Oak
12· Park yesterday. Now, to me, because that is a
13· relatively small community. What is the hierarchy
14· as it relates to law enforcement, who could
15· perhaps go in and support that community?
16· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Chief Steve Cooper is a very good
17· friend of mine and he is troubled. I can tell you
18· he's troubled by this. And he's going to
19· professionally respond to it and give them all the
20· resources that they need. In fact, I'm going to be
21· meeting with him soon to talk about operation
22· pricing for our city, freeway patrols. You have to
23· be careful. You're talking about young people and
24· we don't want to overreact, but we do need to
25· respond. Kids fight in school, it's happened since
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·1· we were all in school, but certainly social media
·2· and everybody's got a camera, so things look very
·3· different. But they're going to be working through
·4· that and anything that we can do, I'll be more
·5· than happy.
·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you so much.
·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Thank you.
·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: At this time, I need to
·9· basically, who...
10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: How much time do we have?
11· · · ·MS. WHITE: Five minutes?
12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Oh, we have five minutes.
13· Okay. Commissioner Burton, you have a question?
14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: I'll be short and
15· precise. Question to the Chief. Chief, how do you
16· feel about Patrick Lyoya and Grand Rapids
17· situation, as well as what is the Detroit Police
18· Department's policy on releasing names of officers
19· in similar situations, as well as, as have any
20· officers from this department have expressed any
21· concerns for the officer and Grand Rapids far as
22· expressing any concerns of support of the officer
23· from Grand Rapids and how you feel personally
24· about that?
25· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Through the Chair, I haven't
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·1· spoken to every officer in the Detroit Police
·2· Department regarding the incident. Certainly, it's
·3· a troubling incident and we look to learn from it
·4· and look at the whole circumstance and the
·5· investigation and ensure that we have strong
·6· policies and training from it. That's where we're
·7· at.
·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: What about the policy
·9· component?
10· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Well, we have strong policy now
11· with regards to...
12· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Releasing the names of
13· officers in similar situations?
14· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Releasing the names of officers
15· in similar situations?
16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Is there a policy that
17· Detroit Police Department has as far as releasing
18· names of officers that, that commit similar
19· situations?
20· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Well, by definition of similar
21· situations...
22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: If a situation was
23· similar, were to happen, would you be willing to
24· release the names?
25· · · ·CHIEF WHITE: Well, I can't make an anecdotal
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·1· assessment and come out with that answer right
·2· now. We'll have to take every individual
·3· circumstance on its own set of facts and
·4· circumstances and go from there. But as you know,
·5· it's evident, we are a very transparent
·6· department, transparent Board, transparent with
·7· this community and I will continue to do so.
·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you. At this time,
·9· we're going to shut down for five minutes and
10· reboot?
11· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir.
12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Meeting call to order,
13· please. At this time, if you don't mind, we'd like
14· to move on to a presentation, facial recognition
15· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair, if I may just
16· indicate on the record, Captain Anthony O'Rourke
17· is from the Crime Intelligence Unit and the facial
18· recognition technology and ShotSpotter
19· presentation will be presented by Captain
20· O'Rourke. And again for the record, the Board
21· worked in collaboration with the Detroit Police
22· Department in developing comprehensive sound and
23· fair policies with regard to both of those
24· technology systems. And this report is in response
25· to the Board's request for the department to
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·1· provide a routine regular reporting with regards
·2· to those technology systems and the presentation
·3· is available online for the public's awareness as
·4· well. Thank you.
·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: No, and I thank you for
·6· reminding me of all of that. Thank you so much.
·7· And thank you for your patience as well.
·8· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: Thank you. Once again,
·9· Anthony O'Rourke, I am the Captain of Crime
10· Intelligence Unit. Thank you very much honorable
11· Board for having me doing this presentation. I
12· just have to say, next slide.
13· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. And if you could also
14· please speak into the microphone so that we can
15· hear you very well. Thank you.
16· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: Okay. How is that?
17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Good.
18· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: Okay. So the gunshot
19· detection is a ShotSpotter gunshot. Light sound is
20· detected by sensors placed by ShotSpotter they're
21· triangulated. They go to an incident review
22· center. They do analytics, confirm that is a
23· gunshot. And that information is then received by
24· Detroit Police Department. The Eighth and Ninth
25· Precinct intelligence units will dispatch
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·1· dedicated shots, firearm units. And they'll also
·2· make a communication note. The ShotSpotter unit
·3· will arrive on the scene, designated by the
·4· triangulation of those shots detected, and they'll
·5· do an investigation whether it be the area or
·6· person, and if they can re locate spent shell
·7· casings, they will do that. ShotSpotter also has
·8· the ability to recanvas for additional evidence.
·9· Any evidence that is collected from shell casings
10· will be placed into NIBIN unit, machine I'm sorry.
11· NIBINS nationally integrated ballistic information
12· network. And the Intel that is pulled from that
13· system is invaluable. There's been many diverse
14· pattern by using the same weapons that are linking
15· groups of pons or gangs that may be committing
16· some of the violence through these patterns based
17· on the location of the incidents and the victims
18· of these incidents. This note calls for service
19· are way lower.
20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Excuse me, your mic is
21· not working.
22· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: I'm sorry
23· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: If it's not here,
24· Melanie.
25· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: I think it's just not long
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·1· enough.
·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: No, no, it's just not
·3· working.
·4· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: How about now?
·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: It's a little better, but I do see
·6· where Media Services is coming out with another
·7· microphone. Thank you so much.
·8· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: Thank you. Is that better?
·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Much better.
10· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: All right. Just to reiterate
11· calls for service are way lower for shots fired
12· than the actual amount of ShotSpotter alerts. So
13· that does indicate that either the community is
14· desensitized or gunshots in their community, or
15· they don't trust, maybe the police are going to
16· respond to that, to that area. Does ShotSpotter
17· solve cases? No. ShotSpotter alerts our
18· investigative leads and alone do not provide
19· probable cause. ShotSpotter triggers police
20· response and investigative actions for shots fight
21· and oftentimes have gone unreported, as I have
22· just previously stated. Since some additional
23· investigations is required that after the alert,
24· DP cannot say that ShotSpotter has solved the
25· case. However, 87 ShotSpotter identified incidents
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·1· have led to arrests just more than 10 from January
·2· 1st of this year. And 261 incidents have generated
·3· NIBIN leads as I've discussed those also. These
·4· NIBIN leads help us link multiple crimes together
·5· based on a common firearm. Next slide. ShotSpotter
·6· can detect outside audible gun fire with a define
·7· perimeter, send a short audio snippet to the
·8· incident review center for review.
·9· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: Once again, once it's
10· confirmed, that will come back to DPD as a
11· confirmed gunshot. What ShotSpotter cannot do is
12· be triggered by human voices or produce live
13· streaming of sensor audio by company employees,
14· police, or other third parties. It also has very,
15· very limited effect if a shot inspired inside of a
16· house. You see the little diagram to the right
17· there that shows how they kind of triangulate. I
18· think it's a minimum of three sensors that's
19· needed for a location to be discovered. Next
20· slide.
21· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: Okay. So this map is
22· obviously the City of Detroit. The two outlined
23· red areas in the Eighth and Ninth Precinct are
24· there. Those are our gunshot detection areas in
25· the Eighth Precinct. It covers two square miles
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·1· and the Ninth Precinct four and a half square
·2· miles. The data from 2020, before ShotSpotter was
·3· implemented shows that Eighth Precinct had 399
·4· calls for service for shots fired, which is the
·5· average of 1.1 per day. And in the Ninth Precinct
·6· the 2020 shots fired calls for service was 762 for
·7· an average of 2.1 a day. That data is what
·8· directed us to have these locations as our gunshot
·9· detection areas. Next slide please. Okay. So this
10· is a cumulative year to year to date difference in
11· Ninth Precinct ShotSpotter versus non-ShotSpotter
12· areas for part 1 violent crimes as a whole. The
13· orange line is ShotSpotter areas and the non14· ShotSpotter is in blue. So, has implementing the
15· technology decreased gun violence? The trend lines
16· are somewhat similar in terms of the rate that the
17· percent change of part 1 gun, I'm sorry, part 1
18· violent crime within the Ninth Precinct coverage
19· area compared to outside of it. Since the
20· beginning of February, the magnitude of the
21· decrease in the crime compared to last year within
22· the coverage area has exceeded that from the rest
23· of the Precinct,
24· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: Whether or not ShotSpotter
25· has displaced or prevented crimes is unanswerable
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·1· as there are a multitude of other factors that
·2· influence when and where a particular crime event
·3· may occur. What we can say with certainty is that
·4· the number of shots, layered incident events,
·5· increase suddenly since implementation of shots,
·6· spotter, and the overall the decline of part 1
·7· violent crime within the coverage area has
·8· exceeded the decline in the same crime category
·9· and the rest of the Precinct. Next slide, please.
10· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: This also shows the overall
11· reduction in part 1 violent crimes. It does show
12· there is an increase for homicide and in and out
13· of ShotSpotter areas in the Ninth Precinct. But I
14· would like to note that it's one incident outside
15· of those numbers in each of those ShotSpotter or
16· non-ShotSpotter. That's percentage of increase as
17· 20% and that represents one incident. The increase
18· for homicide for 2022 is 12.5% in non-ShotSpotter
19· area. Once again, one incident for each of those
20· categories. Historically, this area for
21· ShotSpotter has been more substantial in shootings
22· in the past Next license. Hey, the City of Detroit
23· owns all the data exclusively. ShotSpotter must
24· have written permission to release anything unless
25· there's a court order, a subpoena within 60 days
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·1· after termination of the contract ShotSpotter will
·2· deactivate sensors and delete the user account
·3· information. No cameras are included in this
·4· contract. No facial recognition software is being
·5· used for this. Audio is criminally deleted after
·6· 30 hours, if no gunshot is detected and we cannot
·7· listen, DPD deputy cannot listen, live from the
·8· sentences. Next slide please.
·9· · · ·CAPTAIN OROURKE: Okay. Responsibilities of the
10· Crime Intelligence Unit is one, is to notify
11· ShotSpotter technology of any deficiencies
12· include, but not limited to, any of the location
13· of the incident was inaccurate. So we got an alert
14· and then we found shell casing spent shell
15· casings, not in that immediate area, but maybe
16· somewhere within ShotSpotter, but out of the range
17· of what they had sent us. Second, they confirmed
18· discharge within the coverage area, but was never
19· reported by the gunshot detection system.
20· Obviously, that could be found if we found a
21· victim that suffered from a gunshot wound in the
22· gunshot detection or fresh shell cases. The
23· service level agreement is 90%. They're well above
24· 90% in their accuracy. And we've had very few mis25· locations and misclassifications.
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·1· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: Next slide please. DPD
·2· policy has strict civil Liberty protections. Once
·3· again, we cannot monitor live video, I'm sorry,
·4· live audio. We can only hear once a gunshot is
·5· confirmed through the incident review center.
·6· Obviously, we have protections in place that
·7· violations will be subject to discipline or
·8· termination ShotSpotter alert does not give
·9· members the illegal authority to enter private
10· residences or private buildings. Once again, it's
11· an investigative lead only. And I do personally
12· send out the ShotSpotter report every Monday to
13· the Board of Police Commissioners for your review.
14· Next slide, please. I'll go into facial
15· recognition software.
16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, before we
17· move to facial recognition. Can we ask any
18· questions about ShotSpotter?
19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes. Let’s do that because
20· one's different from the other, its two different
21· topics.
22· · · ·MS. WHITE: Okay. Yes, sir. Through the Chair,
23· if possible, if I may just kind of include the
24· Board's questions that we did submit to the
25· department, some of which Captain O'Rourke has
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·1· answered and the other questions and responses I'm
·2· sure are covered in the next presentation, but
·3· just to cover some of those questions, they
·4· include the following: explaining both the
·5· ShotSpotter and facial recognition technology,
·6· project systems, and the objectives for both of
·7· these initiatives. Also providing the budget for
·8· both the ShotSpotter and facial recognition
·9· technology programs. Also how does ShotSpotter and
10· the facial recognition technology fall within the
11· new outcome budgeting appropriation in DPD's
12· fiscal year '23 budget for monitoring and tracking
13· purposes. We also included, are there any
14· initiatives programs staffed by DPD personnel
15· only, or does the Department of Information
16· Technology provide support? The next question is
17· since technology deployment to date, have there
18· been any policy violations of either the
19· ShotSpotter and, or the facial recognition
20· technology program, either procedurally
21· constitutional or otherwise? And the last two
22· questions, how does the department audit and
23· monitor the systems for any violations or misuse
24· of the systems and has the department denied any
25· facial recognition requests since the policy was
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·1· initially implemented? If so, what are some of
·2· those reasons for denying the request?
·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thanks, Ms. White.
·4· Commissioner Bernard.
·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Well, Chief, you can
·6· answer those questions first. Those are great
·7· questions.
·8· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: They are great questions.
·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I have another one, but
10· that's a separate one.
11· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: I was not provided that list
12· of questions. I did get a list from the Board,
13· mine is slightly different. It all focused on
14· ShotSpotter if I could get those...
15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON?[01:17:38]: I didn't get
16· those questions either.
17· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair, we can make sure
18· to redistribute, but we did provide it to the
19· Chief's office and we also included it in the
20· honorable Board's weekly packet.
21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you.
22· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: Okay. Well, I apologize. It
23· never did get down to me. I definitely don't have
24· a lot of the information specific to the budget or
25· anything else. If I could get those, I can respond
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·1· at a later time.
·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: And really if they do
·3· that, because the questions are excellent
·4· questions that we collectively came to conclude.
·5· Can you do it in writing, if you could, because
·6· this it is about six or seven pages that you're
·7· going to have to answer these questions? So just
·8· take your time, but we need to have those answers
·9· to those questions. And so that's fine. We give
10· you time to do that. Ms. White, you work with them
11· on that.
12· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes sir.
13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Because they are
14· excellent, I want to make sure this is very
15· important about the budget and how the two
16· connects works together. Commissioner Bernard, you
17· may have a question?
18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I don't have a question
19· about your presentation. Excellent presentation,
20· incidentally.
21· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: Thank you.
22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: It doesn't have page
23· numbers, but on the page that starts with DPD
24· policy has strict civil Liberty protections.
25· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROUKE: Yes ma'am.
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·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: At the top of that page,
·2· it says at the second line, DPD can only hear
·3· audio from confirmed gunshot incidents. Then right
·4· below that it says, recorded audio shall only be
·5· reviewable when pertinent to an active
·6· investigation involving the discharge of a
·7· firearm. So obviously you must hear something else
·8· if you're just, I mean, there wouldn't be any
·9· recorded audio to be reviewable, if in fact you
10· only were listening to gunshots.
11· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: So we listened to the
12· gunshots and I think what they're talking about is
13· reviewable if it's an active investigation. And
14· let's say there's a gunshot detection incident,
15· there was somebody, a victim shot they, could
16· listen to that, detectives or investigators could
17· listen to that audio, or numerous reasons maybe
18· investigation.
19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Investigation.
20· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROUKE: Investigation, correct.
21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I mean, I'm saying I was
22· shot by Sam that it will pick that up. I'm on the
23· street. So that's what I'm just trying to
24· understand, because then it goes on a violations
25· of these protections will be subject to discipline
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·1· or termination. So obviously you can hear
·2· something other than the gunshot.
·3· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: It's only activated upon a
·4· gunshot.
·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Got that part.
·6· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: Sounds like that. Now, is
·7· there other audio that is potentially picked up,
·8· especially if it's a long volley or several
·9· vollies of shots. Yes. How specific of hearing
10· like I've listened to dozens of gunshot incidents
11· and I've never heard a person's voice on any of
12· those incidents. So I couldn't tell you if it's
13· possible or not. I would guess under the right
14· circumstances, based on where they are to the
15· sensors, it may be if they're screaming and
16· yelling in between gunshots. But I have no
17· personal...
18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Well, Sam let's get out
19· of here. Get that gun, whatever.
20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Any other questions?
21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: But you actually never
22· heard any that's the problem.
23· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: I have not. Thank you.
24· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Through the Chair.
25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes.
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·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Now
·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Talking about ShotSpotter.
·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: My question has to deal
·4· with Captain O'Rourke’s presentation on
·5· ShotSpotter. Now, prior to the Eighth, I know
·6· acquiring the technology, the City of Detroit was
·7· barraged by so much gunfire. In fact we would go
·8· down to counsel and try to strong-arm counsel into
·9· doing something about all these weapons being
10· release. And sometimes they were, we most
11· complained during the holidays, New Year’s Eve,
12· Fourth of July. Okay. Fast forward ahead. And I
13· know over in the Eighth, we appreciate
14· ShotSpotter. Are there studies that can that have
15· been done to address the quality, a life of a
16· community once the ShotSpotter technology was
17· introduced?
18· · · ·Good question.
19· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROUKE: Yes, that was a good
20· question. I have not seen any studies. I'm sure,
21· nationwide that there probably has been some done,
22· but I don't...
23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: How long has this
24· technology been available?
25· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROUKE: Well, at least at least five
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·1· years, maybe longer.
·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: That's probably the reason
·3· why we haven't had any study. It's probably about
·4· ready a study by now.
·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Thank you, Captain
·6· O'Rourke.
·7· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROUKE: Thank you.
·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Any other questions in
·9· terms of ShotSpotter? Captain O'Rourke, let's go
10· to the next presentation and then we wrap it up.
11· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Through the Chair, I
12· apologize. Late question here. I did want to get
13· some clarity about the graph that you showed you
14· know, neighborhoods that had the ShotSpotter in it
15· and the ones that didn't. It looked like it's
16· equally out to the mean. Is there any other
17· description that you would have as to why, most
18· recently, those data points are much closer now?
19· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROUKE: So once again the ShotSpotter
20· area that we selected was a historically violent
21· area. And I'm going to say that matching up with
22· that recent spike from April 4th on, maybe that
23· part may be connected with seasonal in
24· collaboration with the historical. As you look at
25· crime, statistically of any kind there are ebbs
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·1· and flows with everything. I think the focus is,
·2· we should look at the general overall direction of
·3· the crime that's happening, as opposed to, you
·4· know, short-lived rises and, you know, we don't
·5· want to celebrate too much on when the crime goes
·6· down and we don't want to be too hard on ourselves
·7· when the crime goes up. We want to make sure we
·8· get an overall view of what our strategies are
·9· before we, you know, swing pendulum on the other
10· way, you know? And I think overall the strategy is
11· working.
12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: You okay?
13· · · ·COMMISSIONER? Yes.
14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Commissioner Ferguson:
15· · · ·COMMISSIONER FERGUSON: Yes. Through the Chair
16· who invented ShotSpotter?
17· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROUKE: I have no idea.
18· · · ·COMMISSIONER FERGUSON: I can tell you. That's
19· an African-American. His name is Ralph Clark. And
20· one reason why he said he invented it, he got
21· tired of hearing shots in his neighborhood. So he
22· said, I have to do something about it.
23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: So thank you for the
24· historical perspective. We'll work on that in
25· February. Let's go to next section. Continue, if
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·1· you would, please?
·2· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROUKE: Yes. Get the slideshow back
·3· up to reference point, please. Thank you. Next
·4· slide, please. Thank you. The facial recognition
·5· process. So picture can be submitted to Crime
·6· Intel by a detective or any part 1 violent crime
·7· or home invasion. It goes to any potential lead is
·8· confirmed with two trained examiners. Our facial
·9· recognition analysts are trained by the FBI and a
10· supervisor also has to be part of that
11· confirmation. Crime Intel sends the investigative
12· lead to the detective. And then the detective
13· further investigates the case. When DPD began
14· using facial recognition, they had a general
15· guidelines as opposed to a formal policy. Work
16· with this Board in community engagement, we're
17· able to form a very strict formal policy governing
18· the use of this facial recognition technology, The
19· department has taken proactive steps to ensure
20· constitutional policing and proper identifications
21· as new investigative tools become available for
22· use. Next slide. This is a list of the part 1
23· violent crimes that we are able to use facial
24· recognition on. And it also includes home invasion
25· 1. Next slide please.
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·1· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROUKE: All right. This is an example
·2· of a workup using facial recognition, train
·3· members of the Crime Intelligence Unit use a
·4· standalone software, Data Works Plus to search
·5· mugshots for potential match for probe images.
·6· None of our cameras that we have access to have
·7· any analytics built into them. This is a
·8· standalone program. I'd like to stress that. The
·9· Data Works Plus returns mugshots that are likely
10· candidates and ranks them in likelihood of
11· matching the probe photo. Once again, two train
12· members and a supervisor review the likely
13· candidates to see if there's an investigative
14· lead. This investigative lead alone cannot suffice
15· as evidence alone to make an arrest. If you look
16· at this example the picture is probably of such
17· poor quality that it returned 17 pages of possible
18· matches. Next slide please. All right. This is
19· taken from our facial recognition policy.
20· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROUKE: We use limited, I'm sorry.
21· The use of the facial recognition system is
22· limited to still images and there is a criminal
23· investigation required. Once again, touching on
24· those five crimes that were listed on the previous
25· slides. Individual targeting is not allowed.
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·1· Technology will provide information alone to an
·2· active part 1 violent crime investigation or home
·3· invasion 1. I cannot stress enough that we have a
·4· strict policy that are just for those five crimes.
·5· The policy covers prohibited uses such as
·6· surveillance live streaming or courted videos.
·7· There's no mobile facial recognition, no
·8· predictive analysis. We are not using it for
·9· immigrant enforcement and no facial recognition is
10· going to be based solely on religious or social
11· views participation in non-criminal or lawful
12· events, race, citizenship, age, gender, and other
13· characteristics are not qualifiers, strictly
14· prohibited. The next slide, please? This is just
15· part of the report I send out to the BOPC every
16· Monday. It just shows exactly how we're using our
17· facial recognition, how often and the breakdown of
18· all those characteristics and that concludes my
19· presentation, unless there are any questions?
20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you so much, Captain
21· O'Rourke. Thank you very much for a well done
22· presentation. There are some questions that have
23· already been asked. You have another question,
24· Commissioner Bernard?
25· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes, quickly. I voted
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·1· for our policy regarding facial recognition
·2· because I thought it was a good policy, but since
·3· I've read about it since then, I was very new to
·4· the Board then, and I'm not sure, I don't think I
·5· can support it any longer. The racial overtones on
·6· facial recognition are disastrous for our
·7· community. And you're aware of that. There are 7
·8· States that have banned facial recognition
·9· technology in 12 cities, including cities like
10· Boston and others. I mean, other cities where
11· there are a lot people that are, you know, super
12· educated and everything else, even Amazon, I was
13· just reading complaints about false
14· identifications prompted Amazon, Microsoft, and
15· IBM to pause sales of their software to police. So
16· most departments hire lesser known firms to
17· install facial recognition software. So even the
18· corporate giants don't want to support this
19· technology, particularly, in a community like
20· ours, which is 88% black. I can no longer support
21· it. It just is an anathema to the African-American
22· community. That may work very well in majority
23· communities because the algorithms within the
24· software itself are designed for people with
25· features more like yours and mine. So, therefore,
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·1· okay, that's okay. But it's not okay for black
·2· people.
·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Through the Chair. I just
·4· have a question for Commissioner Bernard. So do
·5· those other departments use that as a standalone
·6· tool or do they wait, just a part of a bigger...
·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Oh, part of a bigger
·8· policy. But they have outlawed it. You cannot use
·9· it. In other words, you have to use old-fashioned
10· police techniques. You have to find the guys, you
11· know, use witnesses, just like those other.
12· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: That's what those other
13· Police Departments do.
14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: And just another guy, I
15· was just reading, just 2021, another guy, I think
16· it was in New Jersey or somewhere. I was just
17· reading about...
18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Commissioner, I'm going to
19· ask you though, you're making a statement that you
20· no longer... and you made your point and I thank
21· you for what you want to get over, and you’re
22· doing a good job on it. But I want to make sure
23· that Commissioner Moore's question got answered
24· and you did answer it. And basically, have you
25· been in the area where they do a tour of that?
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·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I know
·2· that they don't use it as a standalone tool, they
·3· use it as a totality.
·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: And one of the things,
·5· Commissioner Bernard, and I have so much respect,
·6· obviously for your intelligence in terms of
·7· reading and so forth because you're very... but
·8· the thing about it is when we talk about Detroit,
·9· and compare them to other cities and other
10· corporations, when I look around and see what's
11· going on in corporate America, or whether black or
12· otherwise, I don't have no faith in - because of
13· what they do, that I should not follow them
14· because I don't have that kind of faith in the
15· decision they about a lot of things. But right now
16· we got a policy. You indicated that you're not in
17· support of it and you're on record for that. But
18· I'm just saying for but we do have a policy and
19· until that policy is changed we must support it.
20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, just
21· briefly. The Detroit Police Department, our
22· commission and so forth were noted on the
23· congressional record because of what we did to
24· that gentleman in Farmington, where we said he
25· stole a watch or something from where he lives and
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·1· we went out there and arrested him based on facial
·2· recognition. So we're the poster child.
·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: We didn't have a policy in
·4· place.
·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: No, we did.
·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: No, we did not.
·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: No, we did. We did not.
·8· He was arrested. No, I'm sorry.
·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: We did not have a policy
10· in place. And ever since we had a policy in place,
11· we have been oversight and we have been and I'm
12· sorry by my speech, but I'm just saying to you
13· that we have been doing... there's been no
14· mistakes since we had this in place. But I'm just
15· saying to you, this is what we decided to do based
16· on what the council did and the Police Department.
17· And so I'm just saying, right now, the majority of
18· us feel that until it changes, I'm asking that we
19· continue support this. That's all, but I hear what
20· you're saying. And you did a good job of how you
21· feel about it. I want you to understand, since we
22· have policy in place, we have been, and they've
23· been reporting to us on a regular basis. We put it
24· in your package. We make sure everything is
25· transparent until stuff happens, then we'll,
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·1· hopefully it will never happen.
·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: But I do hear what you're
·3· saying, but I'm not going to base it upon
·4· comparing us with other cities because the
·5· politics is different, so different here in the
·6· city. And we are more sophisticated than a lot of
·7· people think, I really do. We are more
·8· sophisticated in Detroit than a lot of people
·9· think. And I respect your comments but
10· respectfully ask that you continue to support the
11· policy that we have on record. That's all I'm
12· asking, but I thank you for that. And I apologize
13· for my speech at this time of today, but I'm
14· saying to you, I just want to make it clear that
15· the policy is in place and nothing happened since
16· that policy has been in place. That's all I'm
17· saying, but I thank you for that. At this time if
18· there's no other questions I'd like to move on.
19· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: You don't speak for all
20· of us.
21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I can't hear you. Did
22· somebody say something?
23· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Yes. Mr. Chairman, you
24· don't speak for all of us on the Commission, but I
25· just wanted to say that there should be a forum
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·1· and this should be a valid initiative, you know,
·2· of ours, you know, to see what the people want. Do
·3· the people really want facial recognition in their
·4· community? And if this not the forum, then then
·5· what forum, and...
·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Well, maybe ballot is the
·7· way it should be?
·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: But our community has
·9· concerns and we have heard a lot of those concerns
10· right here at the BOPC, and I think we should
11· support Detroiters and how they feel about techno
12· racism being deployed in America's blackest, and
13· poorest city like Detroit. I mean, this technology
14· is unwanted on the streets.
15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you so much. Thank
16· you very much at this time, Captain O'Rourke...
17· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: I'm sorry, Chair Holley.
18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes.
19· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Okay. Ms. White, did not
20· counsel beat in, on being more engaging as it
21· monitors the technology as well. I think now
22· President Mary Sheffield came up with the
23· resolution and it was a valid initiative.
24· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, ma'am. That is true. Through
25· the Chair, the honorable City Council has actually
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·1· been weighing in on the various reports that the
·2· department sends to the Board of Police
·3· Commissioners each week. And they also discussed
·4· their efforts at the recent budget hearing that
·5· the honorable Board leadership had with the City
·6· Council. So that is absolutely correct that they
·7· are working in tandem with the Board of Police
·8· Commissioners to review and evaluate those weekly
·9· reports based on the department policy that the
10· Board worked with the department to develop.
11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: The Chairman.
12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes, sir.
13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I think we need to go on
14· record that the Chair speak for this Board. That's
15· why he's the Chair and Ms. White, could you
16· respond officially? Have we had any complaints
17· against facial recognition through the chief
18· investigator or your office or DPD far as you
19· know?
20· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair. No, we have not
21· had any complaints.
22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Thank you
23· · · ·COMMISSIONER FERGUSON: Through the Chair. I'm
24· sorry. I didn't hear you.
25· · · ·MS. WHITE: No, sir. There have been no
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·1· complaints reported to the Board of Police
·2· Commissioners, no.
·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER FERGUSON: Thank you.
·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Captain. I'm trying so
·5· hard to get you to dismiss.
·6· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: That's okay.
·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I just want you to know, I
·8· appreciate your presentation and thank you for
·9· your patience with me. But I thank you for your
10· presentation and how well you've done it and thank
11· you so much.
12· · · ·CAPTAIN O'ROURKE: You're welcome. Thank you,
13· Board.
14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay. At this time, Ms.
15· White, can I have your report?
16· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair,
17· honorable Board, please note the following
18· incoming correspondence, which is listed on the
19· agenda. And we just received an extensive
20· presentation regarding the weekly DPD facial
21· recognition technology report and the DPD
22· ShotSpotter report. And again, no policy
23· violations have been reported. As the reports have
24· come into the Board of Police Commissioner's
25· Office. Also the Board received the project Green
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·1· Light report for April 25th, 2022. And you also
·2· received the staff reports that includes but are
·3· not limited to the Office of the Chief
·4· Investigator's weekly report that notes, the
·5· incoming CCRs for the week, the closed CCRS for
·6· the week and pending CCR investigations for the
·7· week. And then just as a reminder, in regard to
·8· tomorrow's Board training session, the honorable
·9· Board will have its training session with the U.S.
10· Attorney's Office for the Eastern District,
11· building community relations. It will be held here
12· at 1:30 PM in the Board of Police Commissioners
13· conference room and the agenda has been
14· distributed in your weekly packet. And if you have
15· any additional questions, please feel free to
16· contact me or the Board's Office. And that
17· concludes my report.
18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Did the City Council
19· approve our budget yesterday?
20· · · ·MS. WHITE: Sir, we will get a confirmation on
21· that.
22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay. Alright then.
23· Unfinished business. I'm sorry.
24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman about
25· attorney U.S. Attorney appearing tomorrow, Dawn
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·1· Ison. We're not going to be able to fit in that
·2· room? We're 11 of us present. That's a quorum. You
·3· have to have space for the public. We can't fit in
·4· our little conference room that always about 10
·5· people.
·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I don't think it is that
·7· kind of a need.
·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes, it is. It is if
·9· more than five of us are present, the public has
10· to be able to come.
11· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair.
12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Ms. White.
13· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair. The
14· session tomorrow is a training session in line
15· with the Open Meetings Act. And we did check with
16· the building security to identify whether or not
17· larger spaces were available. And unfortunately,
18· regrettably, they were not available. And so we do
19· have the Board of Police Commissioner's conference
20· room available to have that training.
21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, where will
22· the community be? We can't even fit in there. With
23· her, she's bringing her staff.
24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: The community's not
25· involved in that training, are they?
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·1· · · ·MS. WHITE: No, sir. We had not necessarily
·2· extended the invitation. It was only between the
·3· Board of Police Commissioners and the U.S.
·4· Attorney's Office. And they're only bringing 3
·5· total members from their staff.
·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: But if we are present, I
·7· think that the community can come unless, I'm
·8· wrong. You tell me under the Open Meetings Act, if
·9· there's more than 6 of us present, but it's my
10· understanding...
11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: You're absolutely wrong,
12· Mr. Chairman.
13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Commissioner Bell.
14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Ms. White already spoken to
15· the issue. Dr. Jackson probably won't speak to the
16· issue, but it's a training session that we have
17· had in the past and the public is not invited
18· unless we invite them.
19· · · ·DR. JACKSON: It is not an assembly where you
20· are making decisions and voting. So it is
21· exemption from the normal requirements of the Open
22· Meetings Act. Now, if you're going to vote on
23· anything then that changes the situation. But it's
24· just like, if you went to a conference, like you
25· go to these conferences and they're all 11 of you,
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·1· it's a conference. You're not meeting, you're not
·2· voting. Not subject to the OMA.
·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you so much, Dr.
·4· Jackson.
·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: This is a seminar on
·6· building community relations. So why wouldn't you
·7· want the community to be able to come?
·8· · · ·DR. JACKSON: The Open Meetings Act refers to
·9· decision-making, where you are meeting as a
10· deliberative assembly to vote and make decisions.
11· This information is being given to you, you're not
12· voting. Is that true, Mr. Chairman?
13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: That's true. Thank you so
14· much. Unfinished business. I heard somebody?
15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: You know, Mr. Chairman.
16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Unfinished business.
17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Yes. I wanted to say, I
18· actually agree with former attorney to the Board
19· and Commissioner Linda Bernard. But since we are
20· on unfinished business, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to
21· move that with this forum, if we can give the
22· citizens additional one minute for public comments
23· so we can hear from them?
24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Is that a motion?
25· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: I move that we can give
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·1· the citizens as part of today's meeting,
·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: You know, we have voted on
·3· this 5 times.
·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: One additional minute.
·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair.
·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes ma'am.
·7· · · ·MS. WHITE: I just wanted to share for the
·8· record that is not considered unfinished business.
·9· · · ·DR. JACKSON: It can be new business, but it's
10· not unfinished business.
11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: New business.
12· · · ·DR. JACKSON: And the motion would be to amend
13· the policy because there's a current policy on how
14· much time people have. So the motion the
15· Commissioner seeking to make is to amend the
16· current policy. And the fact that that motion is
17· being made without previous notice, it requires
18· two thirds vote.
19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: You want to make the
20· motion. This is new business?
21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Yes. I like to amend the
22· policy to give citizens additional minute to
23· speak.
24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Is there a second? Hearing
25· not a second, the motion fails. Let's go to
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·1· announcements please.
·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: One second, Mr. Chairman.
·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I'm sorry, Commissioner
·4· Moore.
·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Just a quick question. We
·6· were talking about policy. Is there a Board policy
·7· where investigators cannot talk to Board members?
·8· There's nothing like that in place?
·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Madam White?
10· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair the policy that
11· is in place for the Board of Police Commissions,
12· which was approved a couple of years ago and we
13· can redistribute that is that there is a protocol
14· for reporting to your supervisor, your immediate
15· supervisor, any concerns that you may have and
16· then it reports up through the command structure.
17· Up to the Board of Police Commissions, but
18· generally Commissioners do not necessarily speak
19· directly with investigators without it having gone
20· through the process.
21· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: So if your supervisor
22· says, no, you can't go to higher authority. That
23· person is just stuck right there?
24· · · ·MS. WHITE: Again, it would work up through the
25· structure.
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·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Let me just say this to
·2· you. If the supervisor says you can't go any
·3· further, you come to me. Okay. And then we'll
·4· make...
·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: I don't want them to be...
·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I know, it’s okay. But I'm
·7· just saying the protocol is that the Chairman has
·8· the, and it's not just me. I'm talking about the
·9· Chair, not Jim Holley but the Chair has the... you
10· come to of me and the Chair works it out. Then we
11· have a, what do I have?
12· · · ·COMMISSIONER?
13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: No, I have 3 of us.
14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: We have a personnel
15· committee personnel.
16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: It's a protocol you go
17· through, that's all.
18· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: It's just a chain of
19· command.
20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: That's all. It may take
21· three minutes rather than five.
22· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Thank you, sir. Thank you,
23· Madam Secretary.
24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: So the motion failed at
25· this time. I'm going to announcements, Mr. Brown.
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·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chair.
·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I'm sorry. Go ahead.
·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I don't know if we should
·4· be aware that a former police commission's now in
·5· the corporate counsel. It has just been approved
·6· by the council, appointed by the mayor, Conrad
·7· Mallet.
·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Oh, really?
·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Yes.
10· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: I think it happened
11· yesterday.
12· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: What did you say?
13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Conrad Mallet has been
14· appointed to the corporate counsel for City of
15· Detroit.
16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Oh, good. That's great.
17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Thank you.
18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: That's great.
19· · · ·COMMISSIONER FERGUSON: Through the Chair, I
20· have an announcement. Yesterday was Administrative
21· Professionals Day. So I want to say
22· congratulations to all administrators for the BOPC
23· Board. Thank you for all you do.
24· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Through the Chair, I have
25· an announcement.
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·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: You always do.
·2· · · ·COMISSIONER HOLT: I know.
·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Go ahead.
·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: All right. On Sunday, June
·5· the 26th, 2022 at 6:00 PM at the MGM Grand,
·6· Detroit Grand ballroom, the historic Little Rock
·7· Baptist Church and its board of directors
·8· announces the celebration of Reverend Doctor Jim
·9· Holley's retirement banquet in honor of his 50
10· years of pastoral service. Commissioners
11· interested in purchasing tickets, you can talk to
12· Ms. White.
13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS? Awesome. All right.
14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: And I better see everybody
15· there.
16· · · ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: I have my team.
17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: That's protocol. Mr.
18· Brown.
19· · · ·MR. BROWN: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair, the
20· announcement for the BOPC meetings. The next will
21· be May 5th, 2022 at 3:00 PM at Detroit Public
22· Safety Headquarters in the Skylar Herbert Room.
23· The next community meeting would be May 12th, 2022
24· at 6:30 with the Eleventh Precinct hosting at WC3
25· District, Eastern campus in the Cooper Room,
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·1· located at 5901 Connor Street. And Mr. Chair, the
·2· reading of the monthly community committee
·3· meetings scheduled for May, 2022 every second
·4· Wednesday. The budget committee meeting is
·5· Wednesday, May 11th, 2022 at 2:00 PM. The policy
·6· committee meeting, Wednesday, May 11th, 2022 at
·7· 3:00 PM. Personnel and training committee meeting,
·8· Wednesday, May 11th, 2022 at 4:00 PM. And the
·9· citizen complaint committee meeting Wednesday, May
10· 11th, 2022 at 4:30 PM.
11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you, Mr. Mr. Brown.
12· At this time can we have oral communications?
13· · · ·MR. BROWN: Yes. At this time, it appears we
14· have five speakers, one in person and the other
15· four by zoom. Your first speaker would be Ms.
16· Bernie Smith followed by Minister, Eric Blount,
17· followed by the caller with the last three numbers
18· 402.
19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Welcome to each and every
20· one of you.
21· · · ·MS. SMITH: Good afternoon, Commissioners.
22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Good afternoon.
23· · · ·MS. SMITH: Good news, not bad news today. The
24· good news is I will not be here next week. I will
25· be in Alabama to see my granddaughter graduate
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·1· from Alabama AME College. I'm very delighted,
·2· happy. My chest is stuck out and everything. It's
·3· 14 of us going down there, I'm flying. Anyway,
·4· another thing, Reverend Holley, I am delighted if
·5· all the years we known each other, I never thought
·6· that I lived to see that you are going to get
·7· married and the young lady that you have engaged
·8· to marry, I am very happy for you and I'm happy
·9· for her also. And your family is happy also.
10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Everybody supposed to know
11· about that.
12· · · ·MS. SMITH: I have a good news.
13· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: You're shocked.
14· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: We are the last to know.
15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I am.
16· · · ·MS. SMITH: You have to hurry up now.
17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: You broke your promise
18· to me.
19· · · ·MS. SMITH: I know many women are very upset
20· about that, but anyway, the other good news, I
21· have sat here and listened to your new
22· commissioners. I never knew the background of all
23· of them, except one. For 3 years, Bryan Ferguson
24· has been entertaining the neighborhood in the
25· block club where he lives in, in what is it?
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·1· Schoolcraft. And my daughter lives somewhere over
·2· there, but she works with him when he was at the
·3· post office. And she told me the other day, she
·4· said, how's Bryan doing? I said, what do you mean
·5· Bryan? Who's Bryan? She told me, he's your police
·6· commissioner. I was shocked. So I am happy to have
·7· you on board? And not only does he, I'm going to
·8· throw in here. Not only does he deals with his
·9· neighborhood over there, he has created like a
10· picnic block club. Everybody comes with their
11· Chairs. They come with a baby.
12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: The time is up, Ms. Smith.
13· · · ·MS. SMITH: Already?
14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes, because we talk about
15· Ferguson. We can't take a chance on anything else
16· you might say.
17· · · ·MR. BROWN: Minister Eric Blount.
18· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Can you hear me Board?
19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes, we can, sir.
20· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: It is not hard to give up on
21· this Board that has demonstrated so many times,
22· including today that this Board's major goal is to
23· play some type of sick political game that causes
24· destruction in the lives of poor black people in
25· Detroit. So to Chief White, the Terrence Calhoun
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·1· case is a wrongfully convicted black man
·2· incarcerated for 15 years. On the day of his
·3· release, he was not released because of a corrupt
·4· police officer who actions should have clearly
·5· been criminal. The fact that this police officer
·6· was not fired immediately with his name and
·7· picture quickly distributed to the news outlet and
·8· the public just as criminal suspects are. But this
·9· is an example. It could have been an example of
10· how misconduct is acted upon, but it just
11· reinforces the mistrusts Detroiters have for this
12· police department. Everyone in that officer's
13· chain of command should have been put on
14· suspension until a public hearing is held to
15· understand how this could have ever happened and
16· to prevent it in the future.
17· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Today's presentation on
18· surveillance systems within the Police Department
19· is again a testament to the race based policing
20· that this department practices. The City Council
21· ordinance passed in 2021 regards only, it only
22· applies to new surveillance systems. So facial
23· recognition and ShotSpotter are not included. Just
24· look at the weekly reports on facial recognition
25· technology. March of this year, 2022 is the first
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·1· time in five year history of this system that a
·2· white person is included in this surveillance
·3· reporting tool. One can only imagine that after 7
·4· years of using facial recognition technology, DPD
·5· would've been able to convince some poor white
·6· community to use it. But no...
·7· · · ·MR. BROWN: Caller with the last three number
·8· 402.
·9· · · ·CALLER 402: Hello?
10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes, you on the air.
11· · · ·CALLER 402: Yes. Okay. Welcome to this
12· honorable Board. And yes, it's an honor to be a
13· citizen of the City of Detroit under your
14· leadership. And it's permanent, regardless of what
15· I hear, I know what I know. And I was thinking
16· about the young folks and how, when they are
17· children, they don't know anything except for what
18· they're exposed to in their environment, in the
19· home, out of the home. Then they take out what
20· they learn in the community. And I would like to
21· encourage the parents, be very, very cautious of
22· whatever is exposed to your child. They exemplify
23· whatever they see and sense, can they can't make
24· sense of it, they're too young and inexperienced
25· because they're young. Please be careful what
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·1· exposure they have around them as they're growing
·2· and developing into manhood and womanhood. And
·3· thank you parents also for allowing your children
·4· to live and not avoiding them. That's love, keep
·5· it up and shield them from things that will hurt
·6· them in future. And I thank you Commissioners for
·7· teaching me by demonstration, the things I know
·8· about standing as a law abiding citizen,
·9· continually. This is why you still have my
10· support. And also I appreciate the presentations
11· about the community engagement. That's a blessing
12· for me. They come and help me and they respond
13· favorably to me, not me only, but many others I
14· see continually. Thank you for being the way you
15· are DPD. It's a great city to live in because of
16· you all and because of God, thank you.
17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: We thank you. We need to
18· hear that.
19· · · ·MR.BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next two speakers
20· would be Mr. Scotty Bowman followed by Brenda. Mr.
21· Bowman.
22· · · ·MR. BOWMAN: Okay. Well first. Hello, honorable
23· Board. First things first. We're still apparently
24· in negotiations regarding a contract and I really
25· urge this Board and I haven't heard any votes
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·1· made. I don't know if people are doing anything
·2· behind the scene or if people are doing nothing.
·3· But it is essential that this Board make it clear
·4· and it would be better if it was a straight up
·5· policy regarding the behavior of members of the
·6· department that they negotiate a contract that is
·7· subservient to the authority of the Board of
·8· Police Commissioners, as is specified in the
·9· charter. In other words, if the language of the
10· charter cannot be worked around with contract
11· language, that they cannot assert the power of the
12· Board of Police Commissioners. I spoke to a group
13· of protestors regarding the Patrick Lyoya murder
14· on Sunday and many of them were actually shocked
15· Early Saturday.
16· · · ·MR. BOWMAN: They were actually shocked that
17· and didn't believe that actually a contract could
18· override civilian oversights. Also, I would like
19· to echo Commissioner Burton's suggestion that we
20· have a referendum, but I know the Board of Police
21· Commissioners can't initiate that, citizen can and
22· I believe the City Council can as well. Also, I'd
23· like kudos to Commissioner Bernard on speaking out
24· in opposition to the continued use of facial
25· recognition technology all because the Board has
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·1· made a decision to accept its use in the past,
·2· doesn't mean it has to do it in the future and I
·3· appreciate that. So for those who are doing good
·4· work, keep up the good work for those who aren't.
·5· I hope that you can grow. Take care.
·6· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next call is Brenda
·7· and Brenda will be your last call.
·8· · · ·BRENDA: Yes. I'd like to congratulate Reverend
·9· Holley on his 50 years as a pastor. 50 years at
10· anything is quite a feat and should be exalted.
11· Also I'd like to thank the Commissioner Bernard
12· for standing against facial recognition
13· technology. And I want to tell you how sickened I
14· am by this conversation about facial recognition
15· technology. This is the same kind of conversation
16· that the South had when this country was trying to
17· get rid of slavery, they would say we're not
18· killing black people. Yes, we beat him within an
19· inch in their life, but they don't die. And so
20· when you all are saying, oh, well, nobody was
21· convicted or that, it's the same conversation.
22· This facial recognition technology is against
23· black people, almost every study, anybody who
24· abides by the science and the studies say, this is
25· wrong for black people. And this is the blackest
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·1· city in this country. And for you all to sit there
·2· and say, oh, we have a, oh, well, no black person
·3· has been convicted. Oh no, no, slavery was wrong.
·4· And so is facial recognition technology.
·5
·6· · · ·BRENDA: I should not have to prove it's a
·7· detriment. It's a detriment to black folks and you
·8· all should be the first ones to say, that's it, no
·9· facial recognition technology. You should be
10· ashamed.
11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you very much for
12· your comment Brenda.
13· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Through the Chair.
14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes.
15· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: The comment was made as
16· relating to the Board and the negotiation for
17· police officers, I believe to have the language
18· from the charter to be more powerful. Ms. White
19· sent a list of suggestions to Mayor Duggan
20· indicating that same sentiment, and we have it, we
21· sent it a month ago?
22· · · ·MS. WHITE: Maybe a couple months ago, through
23· the Chair. The honorable Board, we listened to
24· your recommendations at the table and different
25· recommendations that you submitted for the
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·1· contract provisions. And we did submit that to
·2· Honorable Mayor Duggan and that discussion has
·3· been had or held between the honorable Board
·4· leadership and Mayor Duggan over the past couple
·5· of months. So they are aware
·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair.
·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Yes, sir.
·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: You know, we have not
·9· seen anything. I mean, you have a number of
10· Commissioners on here. I have not seen anything
11· about contract language or anything, or we have
12· not reviewed.
13· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: It's in your email.
14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Or discuss anything.
15· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: I mean, it's in your email.
16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: You can say something is
17· in the email, but we have not had any discussions
18· about it. We have not reviewed it as a Board. We
19· have not approved anything to be sent over, you
20· know, from this body.
21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Okay. But this...
22· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLT: Read your email and...
23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Board members.
24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: If the Board have not
25· approved anything through
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·1· ·COMMISSIONER CARTER: Through the Chair,
·2· ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Please.
·3· ·COMMISSIONER CARTER: I move for adjournment?
·4· ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Second.
·5· ·COMMISSIONER HERNANDEZ: Support.
·6· ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Wait a minute.
·7· ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: All in favor, say aye?
·8· ·COMMISSIONERS: Aye.
·9
10
11
12· · · · · ·(Meeting Adjourned at 5:08pm)
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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25
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·1
·2· STATE OF MICHIGAN· ·)
·3· · · · · · · · · · · )
·4· COUNTY OF WAYNE· · ·)
·5
·6· · · · · ·RECORDER'S CERTIFICATE AND NOTARIZATION
·7
·8· · · · · · · · ·I, Donald Handyside, Court Recorder, do
·9· · · ·hereby certify that on April, 28, 2022, at 3:00
10· · · ·p.m., I did record the Detroit BOPC meeting, the
11· · · ·same being later reduced to typewriting and that the
12· · · ·foregoing is a true and accurate transcription of
13· · · ·said electronic recording taken at such time and
14· · · ·place.
15· · · · · · · · ·I further certify that I am not related to
16· · · ·or employed by any party of this cause or their
17· · · ·respective counsel.
18
19· · · · · · · · · · · __________________________________
20· · · · · · · · · · · DONALD HANDYSIDE· (CER 1464)
21· · · · · · · · · · · Notary Public
22· · · · · · · · · · · My Commission Expires:· 5/6/2027
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